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Abstract
Introduction: Diabetes is a worldwide epidemic. There are significant safety issues regarding
insulin administration of inpatient diabetic populations. Over the past few decades, healthcare
provider knowledge of diabetes and diabetes care has not improved. Due to the influx of
complex treatments and newer insulins, there is a need to find an improved mechanism to
improve knowledge and improve patient safety.
Aim: This capstone suggests that nursing practice, in the form of simulation in a virtual
immersive environment, like Second Life (SL) is a possible solution. There are two aims of this
capstone project. The first aim (Aim 1) is to examine the usability of Second Life as an
immersive virtual environment in providing practice with a complex scenario of insulin
administration. The second aim is to study nurses clinical decisions concerning insulin
administration (Aim 2).
Methods: A convenience sample of 12 nurses (>70% of the nurses) from a general medical floor
of a local hospital participated in a SL simulation of insulin administration. The nurses
evaluated SL for usability using the System Usability Scale (SUS). Decision making of insu lin
administration was analyzed via measuring Situational Awareness (SA) via Situation Awareness
Global Assessment Tool (SAGAT). SAGAT was measured at 2 different simulation freezes
during the SL simulation.
Results: Analysis was completed using Spearman’s Rho and Chi Square. Needing a score of 70
or above to be considered “usable,” the SL Simulation was not considered “usable” (M= 64.17,
SD =16.63). Nurses with more years of practice reported less usability in SL. There was
significance found between usability and years of nursing practice (rs = -0.647, p=0.02). As age
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increased, the total SA score decreased (rs = -0.598, p=0.04). Last, there is an association with a
High SA Score (a score above 90%) and nurses working permanent nights. Nurses who work
day shift, were more likely to obtain a High SA Score (x2 = 4.29, p=0.04).
Implications: Implications for practice include: 1) innovative design and implementation of the
SL environments to improve SL usability for all practicing nurses, 2) orientation of experienced
nurses to SL and 3) provision of a virtual practice environment for older nurses (especially
night nurses) to improve clinical decision making with high alert medications.
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Using Second Life to Improve Insulin Administration
Overview
Background of the Problem/Issue
Diabetes is a global epidemic. The International Diabetes Federation estimates that 366
million people suffer from this disease (Cheng, 2011). According to the Center for Disease
Control, (Center for Disease Control, 2011), diabetes affects 25.8 million Americans or 8.3% of
the United States population. Diabetes is one of the most common and detrimental diseases in the
United States. Ten percent of the population over the age of 20 has diabetes (National Center
for Health Statistics, 2009). Principally, diabetes significantly contributes to a variety of
other diseases including: cardiovascular, kidney, and neurologic diseases (Deshpande, HarrisHayes, & Schootman, 2008; Heydari, Radi, Razmjou, & Amiri, 2010; Mokdad, et al, 2003;
Pagano, et al, 2009). The number of diabetic patients present in any acute care facility is
significant, and the inpatient diabetic population continues to grow (Sampson, Brennan,
Dhatariya, Jones & Walden, 2007). Twelve to fifteen percent of hospital inpatients are diabetic,
and up to 25 percent of all hospitalized patients meet the criteria for the diagnosis of diabetes
(Sampson, Brennan, Dhatariya, Jones & Walden, 2007).
Insulin is a primary drug used for inpatient diabetic populations (Leahy, 2006). The
Institute for Safe Medical Practice has established that insulin is a “high alert” medication
(Institute of Safe Medicine Practices, 2008). Budnitz, Shehab, Kegler, and Richards (2007)
discovered that three drugs (insulin, warfarin and digoxin) accounted for one in three emergency
department visits. One in nine patients treated with a hypoglycemic agent exper ience an adverse
event (Classen, Jaser & Budnitz, 2010). Diabetes management regimens, specifically regarding
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the management of insulin administration, are complicated and confusing for nurses and
prescribers (Penfold, et al, 2008). The Patient Safety Authority of Pennsylvania (2010) states
that of over 2,685 inpatient events concerning insulin, 52 percent account for misadministration
due to wrong dose or no dose given. In the inpatient diabetic population, diabetes is generally
untreated or undertreated (Penfold, Gouni, Hamilton, Richardson, & Kerr, 2008). US
Pharmacopeia (2003) indicated that of all inpatient insulin errors that occur, 6.6% caused harm to
the patient.

In summary, it is likely that errors are related to lack of knowledge of the

healthcare provider concerning insulin administration.
Statement of the Problem/Issue
Knowledge Deficits related to Diabetes
It is the premise of this capstone that the knowledge deficits, in regards to insulin
administration, are contributing to patient errors. Many studies have attempted to explore nurses’
knowledge of insulin management. An early descriptive study exploring nursing knowledge and
diabetes was done by Scheiderich, Freibaum and Peterson (1983). This study used a 34 item
multiple choice Diabetes Knowledge Test (DKT) to evaluate diabetes knowledge of nurses
(n=137) from three different hospitals. The mean score found was 74% correct (of 100% score).
Deficits were found in relation to diabetes medication and insulin delivery. Interestingly,
hospitals that employed clinical specialists to teach diabetic patients had the lowest scores.
Additionally, surgical nurses tended to score lower on diabetes knowledge tests than medical unit
nurses (p <.05).
Another descriptive study of nursing knowledge and diabetes was performed by Drass,
Muir-Nash, Boykin, Turek, and Baker (1989). The study evaluated a convenience sample of 184
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nurses from inpatient and outpatient units of one hospital. Investigators modified the Diabetes
Knowledge Tool, renaming it Diabetes Basic Knowledge Test (DBKT). Over the past two
decades, the DBKT has been used in a number of studies in U.S. hospitals to measure nurses’
knowledge of diabetes. The nurses’ scores ranged from 64 to 75% (Baxley, 1997; Drass, MuirNash, Boykin, Turek, & Baker, 1989; El-Deirawi & Zuraikat, 2001; Gerard, Griffin and
Fitzpatrick, 2010; Gossain, Bowman & Rovner, 1993). In one of these studies, El-Deirawi and
Zuraikat (2001) found that only 9% of nurses could accurately state the initial nursing
intervention for a hypoglycemic reaction. More recently, Gerard, Griffin and Fitzpatrick (2010)
studied the nursing knowledge of diabetes among 93 acute care nurses. These investigators
adapted the DBKT to incorporate new knowledge of diabetes content. The mean score of the
DBKT was 68% with a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.75. Content deficits included knowledge of:
initial treatment of hypoglycemia, side effects of insulin, and onset time of insulin.
Knowledge Deficits: related to Hypoglycemia
Reported knowledge levels among healthcare providers, related to hypoglycemia is
troubling. Nurses may to overtreat this condition because hypoglycemia can be fatal. A chart
audit of 15 -20 charts revealed that nurses failed to follow hypoglycemia protocols (Hermayer,
Hushion, Arnold & Wojciechowski , 2008). This clinical inertia has been demonstrated in other
studies as well (Phillips, et al, 2001; Cook, et al 2007). Clinical inertia, as defined by Phillips et
al (2001), is the failure to intensify or initiate therapy when necessary. As per Phillips (2001),
this is due to a lack of education, training and practice in order to attain therapeutic goals.
Knowledge Deficits: related to Insulin
Studies reveal provider knowledge deficit in the area of diabetes have also found a lack
of knowledge of insulin characteristics and use. In a descriptive study of insulin knowledge of
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73 faculty, 113 residents, and 191 nurses across four hospitals , Derr, Sivanandy Bronich-Hall,
and Rodriguez (2007) found the knowledge of all professionals to be low on a 20-item multiple
choice test. This test, which was validated by endocrinologists , assessed knowledge of insulin
nomenclature, characteristics and inpatient insulin use. The mean scores were low: 51% for
medical faculty, 59% for house staff and 47% for nurses. All groups did poorly on items
addressing sliding scale insulin use and dosing. Trepp, Wille, Wieland and Reinhart (2010) later
revised the test for another descriptive study of diabetes knowledge of nurses, doctors, student
nurses, and medical students (n=232). Diabetes knowledge focused on inpatient diabetes
management and insulin therapy. Internal medicine physicians scored highest (mean of 62%),
with nurses in internal medicine and surgery scored lower (mean of 41%). In summary,
knowledge scores of diabetes management and insulin administration among providers continues
to be low and has failed to improve over the past two decades.
Knowledge Deficits: related to Continuing Education
Consistent deficits regarding diabetes and insulin knowledge among nurses and other
health care providers are reported in the evidence. Studies have advocated for continuing
education for nurses to combat the knowledge deficits (Baxley, Brown, Porkney & Swanson et
al, 1997; Derr et al, 2007; Drass, Muir-Nash, Boykin, Turek, & Baker, 1989; El-Deirawi &
Zuraikat, 2001; Gerard, Griffin & Fitzpatrick, 2010; Trepp et al, 2010). The lack of continuing
education may be the reason for the low nursing performance on these knowledge exams. ElDeirawi and Zuraikat (2001) found that 79% of nurses surveyed (n= 79 ) had not attended an inservice concerning diabetes in more than two years. This finding was replicated, in a study of 72
hospital nurses by Uding, Jackson, and Hart (2002) , who found that offering a diabetic in-service
on diabetes significantly increased the scores of the DBKT.
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Present Methods of Continuing Education
Traditional methods of nursing continuing education can range from in-class instruction
to online modules using PowerPoint slides. Yet, the complexity of insulin administration makes
continuing education a challenging concept to present. Literature supports, through the use of
the DBKT and other survey tools, a consistent low level of nursing knowledge regarding the
management of diabetes and the specifics about insulin regimes. Education offers the potential
to increase the knowledge base of nurses, as evidenced by the Uding, Jackson and Hart (2002)
study, however the impact on patient outcomes remains unclear. In looking to improve nursing
practice, organizations may want to consider transitioning traditional continuing education to a
newer form of education. Healthcare providers must find improved methods of delivering
information, developing critical thinking processes, and providing practice in order to improve
patient outcomes. Interactive learner driven strategies, such as simulation, have the potential to
enhance learner comprehension and retention (Jeffries, Hudson, Taylor, & Klapper, 2011).
DNP Innovation: Use of Simulation in Continuing Education
Simulation has been widely used as a successful educational strategy by the aviation
industry since the 1930s and by healthcare organizations since the 1990s (Decker et al, 2008;
Monti, Wren, Haas & Lupien, 1998). Simulation provides feedback in a “non-threatening”
environment. It allows repetitive practice, and can be adapted to provide a range of scenarios
(Issenberg, et al 2005; Jeffries, 2000; Jeffries, 2005; Jeffries, Woolf, & Linde, 2003; Reiner &
Siegel; 2008). Simulation, as an immersive interactive environment, provides the learner the
ability to “learn by doing,” stimulating the kinesthetic, auditory and visual stimulation necessary
to offer feedback in complex situational learning.
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Simulation using Second Life (SL)
A new form of simulation is Second Life (SL), a learning modality that provides a virtual
immersive environment for use with practicing nurses. SL is a three dimensional, virtual
environment that allows one to play, learn or socialize virtually using avatars or virtual beings. It
was originally developed by Linden Research, Inc (Second Life, 2011). SL has been used in a
variety of applications, including a wide range of simulations. In a survey by Beard, Wilson,
Morra and Keelan ( 2009) found that a majority of health related SL sites (n=68) were devoted to
patient education or to increase awareness of health issues. Examples of health related education
sites are the Institute of Rural Health Idaho State University in bioterrorism awareness and the
Virtual Hallucinations Project at University of California at Davis. The second most common SL
site was patient support sites, followed by training sites and marketing sites. SL seems to be an
appropriate instructional strategy for nurses, there has been limited application among healthcare
professionals. Additionally, there is a need to investigate and evaluate the usability of this new
manner of educating nurses and its impact on nursing decision making.
Purpose
The purpose of this capstone project is to: a) examine the usability of Second Life as an
immersive virtual environment in providing situational practice with a complex scenario of
insulin administration (Aim 1), and b) study the clinical decisions concerning insulin
administration (Aim 2).
Project Significance/Anticipated Outcomes
The main significance is twofold. The study will investigate the practicality of a virtual
immersive environment by studying the usability of a Second Life virtual environment.
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Additionally, the study will examine the decision making concerning insulin administration, in
reducing patient errors.
Theoretical Framework
Situational awareness (SA) is the theoretical framework chosen for this capstone project
because it will allow the investigator to study the decision making of the nurse administering
insulin. In studying the decision making process of the nurse, the investigator will gain insight to
the knowledge deficits of the nurse. It is an optimal framework because it will allow the
investigator to investigate the knowledge deficits in practice. In any field, there are important
facts, theories, protocols one has to memorize. The truly competent practitioner can “apply”
knowledge in difficult situations. This theory will allow the investigator to capture information
in a situational context.
SA is defined as “the perception of the elements in the environment within a volume of
time and space, the comprehension of their meaning and the projection of their status in the near
future” (Endsley, 1988, p. 97). Although this framework was originally developed from the
aviation industry, it has also been tested in other industries including homeland defense,
automation, knowledge engineering, and teleoperations (SA Technologies, 2011). More
recently, this framework has been used in healthcare for outcome measures in obstetrics,
anesthesia, surgery, and trauma (Bahl, Murphy, & Strachan, 2010; Flin, et al, 2007; Hogan, Pace,
Hapgood & Boone, 2006). It has been tested in the realm of nursing as well (Cooper, et al, 2010;
Kim, Xiao, Hu, & Dutton, 2009; MacEachin, Lopez, Powell, & Corbett, 2009; Staggers,
Jennings, & Lasome, 2010).
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There are three levels of SA: perception, understanding and prediction. These three
levels have the potential to affect nurse decision making and patient outcomes in insulin
administration (see Figure 1). In perception, the nurse must correctly assess the situation at
hand. The nurse might ask, “Is the patient eating? Is the patient going to the operating room?” In
understanding, the nurse applies the knowledge concerning insulin administration, asks, “Is the
knowledge current or correct?” In prediction, the nurse must forecast patient outcomes in
conjunction with the nursing action or lack of action. For instance, if a nurse does not administer
basal insulin, patient insulin needs will increase based on the lack of circulating long-action
insulin, such as glargine. Wright, Taekman and Endlsey (2004) explain that other factors can
affect the nurses’ decision making including: stress of the user, system complexity, and the
workload of the nurse, and experience of the nurse user. In summary, SA has three levels:
perception (assessing), understanding (applying knowledge), and prediction (forecasting).
Outside situational or environmental variables may impact nurse clinical decision making.
Insulin administration is a complex entity that requires nurses to have knowledge of the
drug and disease, as well as consider the context of the patient. Patient environments and
situations vary widely, and nursing decisions must change rapidly to accommodate the ever
dynamic patient scenario. The SA framework was used to frame the simulation experience, and
is attractive for a three main reasons. First, SA resembles the nursing process. It has assessment
(perception), application of knowledge (understanding), and forecasting or evaluation
(prediction). This is a common methodology for nurses encountering a patient scenario. Basic
knowledge can help nurses come to appropriate decisions. Second, SA accounts for situational
or environmental factors that also impact the decision. Since every patient differs, and every
situation differs, nurses must take knowledge and apply it to a situation. SA will be used to
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frame the SL simulation experience. Third, evidence shows that insulin administration is open to
multiple errors. Part of the application of knowledge through SL simulation is to allow the nurse
to experience an unsafe situation (for example, hypoglycemia) prior to intervening with patients.
Measuring SA, via Situation Awareness Global Assessment Tool (SAGAT), will allow nurses to
better understand the clinical decision making involved. Ultimately, experiencing, or
“practicing” a situation via an immersive virtual environments, such as SL, the nurse may
improve provider outcomes (increased provider knowledge) and patient outcomes.
Evidence/Literature Review
The literature review will explore four main areas: a) current therapy of inpatient insulin
dependent diabetic patients, b) use of immersive environments in the Department of Defense
(DOD) and healthcare c) use of Second Life and virtual immersive environments for education
of healthcare providers, and d) benefits of simulation with provider and patient outcomes. A
literature search of PubMed and CINAHL was performed to identify the best evidence regarding
the content areas mentioned. Comprehensive reviews of literature and expert opinions were also
included. Articles excluded were economic studies of simulation or opinion papers. After an
extensive review of each content area, abstracts were reviewed and a number of studies were
evaluated for each content area. The strength and quality of each article was performed by using
the Evidence Rating Scale developed by Newhouse, Dearholt, Poe, Pugh and White (2007). The
evidence rating scales were used to evaluate evidence for the “Use of Second Life” and
“Simulation and Provider/Patient Outcomes.”
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Diabetes: Current Inpatient Therapy
Diabetes, and specifically insulin administration, is at the core of this capstone project.
As mentioned prior, over the past 20 years nurses have struggled understanding the many facets
of diabetes and the care of such diabetic patients. Inpatient care of the diabetic patient is complex
and evolving. In recent years, diabetes inpatient care focused on tight glycemic control (blood
glucose 80 -110 mg/dl). However, due to the serious effect of hypoglycemia, the American
College of Physicians recently recommended that intensive insulin therapy should not be used in
a Surgical Intensive Care Unit (SICU) or Medical Intensive Care Unit (MICU) due to the
increase mortality associated to strict therapy and hypoglycemia (Qaseem, et al, 2011). Second,
the American College of Physicians also recommended that intensive insulin therap y should not
be used in a non-intensive care environment due to the increase mortality associated to therapy
and hypoglycemia (Qaseem, et al, 2011). Third, if intensive insulin therapy is used in a SICU or
MICU environment, the target blood glucose level should be 140-200 mg/dl (Qaseem, et al,
2011) . In a Cochrane Review of 21 clinical trials by Kansagara, Fu, Freeman, Wolf and
Helfand (2011), the meta-analysis of intensive insulin therapy and strict glycemic control did
not find any distinct benefits but found an increased risk of hypoglycemia.
Although the glycemic goals are still changing based on the body of evidence present,
current therapy is called the basal-bolus regimen for a standard medical unit (AACE & ADA,
2009; Magaji & Johnston, 2011). Conceptually, a basal dose of long acting insulin allows for
glucose utilization throughout the whole day. Shorter acting insulin, such as Aspart, is given to
counteract spikes in glucose levels. Short acting insulin is also given as “nutritional doses”
based on the amount of carbohydrates consumed, and as a “correctional dose” based on the blood
glucose of the patient. Current management of diabetic patients within an acute care facility
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usually incorporates a basal dose of insulin, a correctional dose of insulin using a sliding scale
(based on blood glucose identified prior to each meal and at bedtime) and a nutritional dose of
insulin after each meal. Prior to this adoption of the “basal bolus” regimen, euglycemia was
attempted via use of sliding scale insulin (SSI) therapy. In SSI, only short acting insulin is used.
In a recent study by Umpierrez (2007), the basal bolus regimen showed that a greater percentage
of clients achieved their therapeutic goal versus using sliding scale alone (66 versus 38%).
Best practices for adequate glycemic control continue to evolve. The need to keep
patients within a “safe” glycemic range is necessary for recovery. Diabetes therapy on a non
intensive care unit has evolved from the previous use of the Sliding Scale Insulin (SSI) model to
the basal- bolus method of delivering insulin to insulin dependent diabetic patients. As drug
therapy evolves, nurses need to continue to know how to adapt to new protocols, and therapies in
making sound clinical judgments.
Use of Immersive Environments
Virtual immersive technology has been in use for many years. The use of an immersive
environment to test or examine procedures is not new. The United States Department of Defense
(DOD) has been a leader in the use of immersive environments.
The DOD has used virtual immersive environments in a variety of ways. This section
will highlight a multitude of manners used by the DOD. Via a program named Experimental
Laboratory for Investigating Collaboration, Information-sharing, and Trust (ELICIT), uses a
virtual immersive environment to simulate a multiuser online counterterrorism intelligence game
(Hudson & Nissen, 2010). The game emulates practice and offers hope for performance
improvement. In a recent study by Cooper (2010), 100 participants studied the factors
contributing to engagement in SL and performance in SL. Data from this study discovered that
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those users who have a sense of control and unlimited time were engaged in the activity more.
Engagement also contributed to learning. The United States Army is turning to gaming and the
use of immersive environments to simulate combat arenas and solutions (Beal, 2004; Tanner &
Enloe, 2009). As early as 1997, Johns Hopkins University partnered with the DOD to simulate
the use of unmanned aerial vehicles to detect and track targets (Baker, Bowen & Harris, 1997).
The use of simulation to enhance decision making is paramount. Due to the complexity of
cultural factors in areas of combat such as Iraq and Afghanistan, the DOD has used the
immersive environment to model and simulate uncertain environments with counterinsurgency,
stability and irregular warfare operations (Schmorrow et al, 2009). In sum, the use of immersive
environments has used by the DOD for many years, its use to simulate dangerous and uncertain
environments makes virtual immersive environments ideal for practice and study of clinical
decision making in healthcare.
Use of Second Life
A literature search was performed to identify the best evidence regarding SL and nursin g
continuing education. Terms were expanded to include Second Life and continuing education
and immersive virtual environment. This section will present current use of SL as an immersive
environment used in nursing and will discuss notable studies of SL with healthcare providers.

SL is being used to teach nursing students in several universities including: Duke
University, Ball State University, University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh, University of Kansas and
Tacoma Community College (Skiba, 2009; Stewart, Pope & Duncan, 2009; Sweigart & Carlton,
2009). SL is being used as an adjunct to clinical providing learning experiences with essential
learning elements (Schmidt & Thyes, 2009). Other literature documents the use of SL as a venue
for skill development (Sweigart & Carlton, 2009; Sweigart, Hodson-Carlton, Campbell, & Lutz,
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2010. Other uses of SL, in academia, is to provide a virtual community for distance education
(Stewart, Pope and Duncan, 2009; Stewart, et al, 2010; Warren & Brixey, 2009). SL applications
can provide virtual clinical experiences for nursing students who are in high risk situations and
ones that rarely occur, like disaster scenarios (Schmidt & Stewart, 2009; Schmidt & Stewart,
2010; Stewart, Pope & Duncan, 2009).

There are a few research studies examining the impact of SL with healthcare
professionals (see Appendix A). One study examined nurses’ attitudes toward SL in a
descriptive survey study of 77 nurses using SL over a 3 month period (Puterbaugh, Shannon &
Gordon, 2010). Respondents were recruited via electronic formats such as nursing listservs,
broadcasts to nurses using SL and via Twitter. The majority of the respondents worked in a
hospital (73%) and had participated in a form of distance education (74%). In this descriptive
study, a 30-item survey was used, and the investigators found that the majority of nurses had
positive attitudes towards SL and its academic use. Although this study found positive attitudes,
there is significant selection bias since the convenience sample was recruited from those who
already used online technologies.
Sweigart, Hodson-Carlton, Campbell and Lutz (2010), in a mixed method study of 201
student nurses over several semesters, evaluated SL as a venue for interview skill development.
The students attended two sessions. One session was devoted to introducing the students to SL
and navigating the SL environment. The second session was devoted to clinic environment and
the project – nutritional assessment. At the end of the two sessions, the stude nts rated a 5 point
Likert scale self-evaluating their skills in SL. A score of five meant that they strongly agree that
their skills are strong in maneuvering in SL. The mean score is 4.2. After Orientation, the
students were to spend 30 minutes interviewing an avatar, and then the student nurse was given
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30 minutes to present a teaching plan to the avatar patient. After completing both activities in SL,
the student nurse users filled out an Evaluation Tool rating SL. Only 45% of the first group of
students (n=58) would recommend using SL for future simulations. This number improved to
77% over the next three semesters. Students liked the experience and felt it was good practice.
Technical issues continued to be a factor in this study. Texting as a basis for communicating to
the SL avatar patient was an issue. Limitations are the convenience sampling and the self
reporting bias.
An exploratory qualitative study by McCallum, Ness and Price (2011) of five nursing
students of in a SL clinical simulation library, a few themes emerged. This study had nursing
students enter SL for one hour and care for six virtual patients. After the hour, a semi structured
interview was conducted to explore the students’ decision making skills. Two themes emerged.
First, one theme was that the students applied theory from class and felt they gained experience
in decision making from clinical practice in SL. Second, students expressed that the SL
simulation “improved learning.” Although this is a very small convenience sample, the findings
are significant in that they study the impact of experiential learning using SL.
In a quasi-experimental study of motivational interviewing (MI) by Mitchell et al (2011)
of 13 primary care physicians, the authors measured self reported changes in confidence and
clinical practice patterns of colorectal screening and “acceptance” of virtual world learning
environments. Physicians were interviewed pre and post training. Interviews were coded and
scored. The study physicians participated in two sessions in SL on the use of MI for counseling
patients with colorectal cancer screening. Confidence scores improved from pre and post
intervention (4.5 to 6.2, p=.004) . Global MI skill score also improved as well, with some
significance in empathy (3.12 to 3.46, p=.02), autonomy (3.07 to 3.85, p<.001), collaboration
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(2.88 to 3.46, p=.02) and evocative response (2.80 to 3.61, p=.008). Physicians (77% or 10/12)
highly rated the SL environment as an effective educational medium. This study showed that SL
provided an immersive environment for health care providers to practice and improve skills as
noted by the increased scores in confidence and MI. This study does have some limitations, in
that the sample was a small convenience sample. Additionally, one third of the users used SL
prior and considered themselves expert users. Notably, this study did express that there were
significant technical issues during the study period. Issues ranged from: the significant
processing power necessary for SL, a current video card and fast broadband Internet connection..
Additionally, this study did also mention the broad learning curve in teaching the participants to
navigate and interact in SL.
Schwaab, et al (2011) conducted a prospective observational study of 27 emergency
medicine residents who had previously done mock oral examinations. This group then did mock
oral examinations in SL. Not only did the residents find SL easy to log into (differing from other
studies), but 96.3% also found it easy to navigate as well. These residents used computers
already loaded with SL and there is no data describing experience of using SL prior to the study.
Residents found the experience realistic (92.6%) and the majority found the mock examination
more realistic that the traditional format (70.3%). Most residents would prefer to take oral
examinations via SL than the traditional format (66.6%). Limitations of the study include the
lack of reliability or validity of the tool. Additionally, the study data is not concurrent with other
studies found. It would be nice to be able to understand why the residents experienced such
positive attitudes with SL. Did the residents have previous experience with SL or other virtual
environments? In sum, positive results were found in this study and more questions were
generated based on the positive results found in this study.
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Kidd, Knisley, and Morgan (2012) conducted a descriptive study of 109 nursing students
to measure SL Simulation as a teaching strategy. All students were given a guide to become
familiar with SL environment in relation to teleporting, maneuvering, chatting and saving chat
logs. Students were expected to visit a virtual neighborhood with two houses. The first house
contained a paranoid schizophrenic patient, and the second house had a depressed patient. The
patient avatars were manipulated by instructors. Students were given background on the patients
prior to the simulation experience. After the interaction, the students went to a neutral area to
debrief. At the end of the course, the students were asked to complete a survey of the
interaction. Findings found that this was a “moderately effective” teaching strategy (Kidd,
Knisley, & Morgan, 2012, p 35). Investigators discovered that students who perceived large
technical difficulty in the SL simulation, tended to perceive less educational benefit (r=-0.472,
p<.01). No significant relationship was found with age of the student and perceived technical
difficulty. Interestingly, all communication in SL was done via texting. All texting logs could be
saved for student and or instructor review. Weaknesses in the study related to the convenience
sample of nursing students and the study instrument. No reliability or validity of the instrument
was established.
Wiecha, Heyden, Sternthal and Meialdi (2010) conducted one of the few studies that has
focused on the use of SL to improve insulin administration, The investigators piloted the use of
SL in a pre-test post-test design with a convenience sample of physicians (n=14) in selecting and
adjusting the insulin for diabetic patients. The physicians showed some improvement in
providing a correct insulin initiation plan (pretest 60% to posttest 90%, p=.20) and gave the
correct insulin at mealtime (pretest 40% to posttest 80%, p=.09). All of the participants
experienced increased confidence with insulin administration as self-reported on a Likert scale
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and felt that this approach was superior to other methods of online continuing education. Eightythree percent of the participants felt that this method of delivery was superior to face to face
continuing education. Although none of the knowledge findings reached a level of significance,
the sample for this pilot study was small, and findings might have been different with a larger
sample. In summary, although this study did not find significance, the health professionals
involved in the training found the continuing education delivery acceptable and a positive
learning experience.
All SL studies had flaws, either concerning the recruitment, sampling or the lack of
significance found. Uniquely, all studies point to the promise for providing an immersive
technology, SL, as providing an acceptable practice environment for healthcare providers.
Attitudes towards SL were positive in general. Issues with technical aspects of SL were
generally negative, with the exception of one study. All of the chosen studies were done with
health care providers, yet no studies were done with practicing nurses. In sum, SL was found to
be a promising environment in caring for patients, interviewing patients, and making decisions
with insulin administration.
Simulation and Provider/Patient Outcomes
This literature search was conducted using the terms “patient outcomes” and simulation.
Since there is minimal literature reflecting the use of SL and provider and patient outcomes, a
literature review was expanded to include simulation (in general). In order to be selected, the
study had to contain some evaluation criteria (patient outcomes) associated with clinical
simulation. After an extensive review, a number of studies were evaluated (see Appendix B),
general literature findings will be presented and some notable studies will be highlighted. .
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The literature review of simulation reveals that when compared to other educational
interventions, simulation has proven to be as or more effective than traditional techniques (Hall,
Plant, Bands, Wall, Kang, & Hall, 2005; Hendrickx, et al 2009; Jeffries, Wolf & Linde, 2003;
Lane, 2007). Many experts feel that simulation should be offered as a complement to traditional
learning techniques in order to improve patient outcomes (Gobbi, et al, 2004; Gurusamy,
Aggarwal, Palanivelu & Davidson, 2009) Repetition of simulation also appears to improve
skills and health provider procedures (McGaghie, et al, 2006; Sedlack, Kolars, & Alexander ,
2004).
Many simulation studies report satisfaction with the use of simulation. Many studies
report user “self efficacy” or “self confidence” of the health care provider, via self reporting,
after receiving education through a simulation activity (Bambini, Washburn, & Perkins, 2009;
Bearnson & Wilker, 2005; Bricker & Pardee, 2011; Britt, Reed, & Britt, 2007; Gobbi et al.,
2004; Hendrickx et al., 2009; Jeffries, 2005; Morrow, Fletcher, Mulvihill, & Park, 2007;
Scalese¸ Obeso, & Issenberg, 2008; Smith & Roehrs, 2009; Scherer, Bruce & Runkawatt, 2007;
Sedlack, Kolars, & Alexander 2004). In general, after a simulation experience, participants
report greater self efficacy and enjoy the experience. Yet, databased material that evaluates the
outcomes of simulation in terms of improving patient care outcomes remains limited.
Recently, objective measures have been used to evaluate simulation outcomes other than
satisfaction with simulation procedures. The development and use of Objective Structure
Clinical Examinations (OSCEs) with a Human Patient Simulator (HSP) has been foundational in
the evaluation of performance during simulations. Other objective measures found in the
literature includes the amount of time passed when evaluating “code response,” “diagnosis to
delivery interval” and time to diagnosis (Coopmans & Biddle, 2008; Hunt, Walker, Shaffner,
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Miller, & Pronovost, 2008; Siassakos et al., 2009). All of these studies use simulation of
provider assessment techniques and report time improvement after use of simulations by the
healthcare provider.
Not only has simulation been used to improve health care providers’ assessment
technique and skills, but a few studies of simulation have also been linked to positive patient
outcomes. Barsuk, Cohen, Feinglass, McGaghie and Wayne (2009) used simulation to educate
medical residents on the care of central venous catheters. The carried out an observational
cohort study of 92 medical residents over a 32 month period. They reported that simulation
improved procedural competence of central venous catheters, as evidenced by a decreased
incidence of catheter related blood stream infections (3.2 infections per 1000 catheter days
versus 0.50 infections pre 1000 catheter days, p=.001). Simulation clearly enhanced provider
skills, which in turn, improved patient outcomes.
Simulation has been used as an educational method in some studies to improve health
care providers’ skills and decision making. Wolf (2008) examined the effect of simulation on 13
nurses’ assessment skills and decision making in the Emergency Room. The investigator used a
Human Patient Simulator (Laerdal SIM MAN) to present different patient scenarios to improve
nursing triage techniques, and followed each session with a debriefing. Using a retrospective
chart review, Wolf (2008) reported that prior to simulation, nurses on average triaged
incompletely in 40% of all cases. After the simulation, nurses who participated in the study
triaged accurately in 70 to 100% of all patient encounters. Although the sample size was small,
the use of simulation of a situation showed an improvement in patient triage using a face-to-face
simulation technique.
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Summary of Literature Review
The literature review covered four topic areas: current use of insulin administration, use
of virtual immersive technology, use of Second Life, and simulation and patient outcomes.
Current best practice guidelines of insulin administration for insulin dependent diabetics include
a basal–bolus format for the “general” inpatient unit. Confusion of insulin administration may
be related to changes in practice guidelines, or limited ability for current educational techniques
to convey changes in practice. Evidence shows that practicing nurses level of knowledge,
regarding diabetes and insulin administration, has failed to keep up with advances in diabetic
care over the last decades regardless of the educational strategy used.
There is a documented confusion concerning clinical decision making with hypoglycemia
(El Deirawi & Zuraikat, 2001; Hermayer, Hushion Arnold & Wojciechowski, 2008)). Virtual
immersive technology has been used to “practice” difficult situations (as evidenced by its use
via the DOD). Most studies of SL examined nursing students, medical residents and physicians,
not practicing nurses. To date, SL has not been studied in terms of impact on practicing nurses
nor impact on patient outcomes. The documented persistent knowledge deficit of insulin
administration among practicing nurses, the historic use of immersive environments in difficult
arenas, and the limited success of measuring the impact of simulation on patient outcomes,
guide this capstone project. The purpose is to investigate the use of SL in studying the clinical
decision making, by nurses, of insulin administration and the usability of SL in educational
simulation with practicing nurses.
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Methods
Restatement of the problem
Currently, insulin administration in acute care facilities is problematic. SA, as the
theoretical framework, delineates that insulin administration is problematic due to the
“nonlinearity” of the insulin administration process, and the context or situation provided. In
lieu of the historical provider confusion concerning insulin administration and the inability for
educational strategies to improve the knowledge base of current practice, new virtual immersive
practice environments should be explored. The purpose of this capstone project is to: a) examine
the usability of Second Life as an immersive virtual environment in providing practice with
complex scenarios of insulin administration (AIM 1), and b) study the clinical decisions
concerning insulin administration via Situational Awareness Score of nurse participants using the
SL simulation (AIM 2).
Study Design
AIM1 and AIM 2 was tested with a single convenience group, posttest design. AIM 1
evaluated the usability of the tool, as per practicing nurses in a medical nursing unit. AIM 2
explored the decision making of the nurse user.

Sample, Subjects and Setting

The project took place in one general medical unit in a large teaching hospital. This unit
is a general medical unit in a large teaching facility. For AIM 1 and AIM 2, the study
participants were a convenience sample of nurse volunteers from one general medicine unit, who
were to participate in a SL simulation program. The investigator recruited nurse volunteers from
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each nursing shift. The aim was to recruit at least 70 % of the nurses on the study unit. This was
similar to sample proportions found in another study following nursing knowledge of diabetes
(Baxley, Brown, Porkney & Swanson, Brown, Porkney & Swanson, 1997). The estimated
sample size was approximately 12 participants. Inclusion criteria comprised of any participant
who has a Registered Nurse (RN) degree and has worked in the unit for greater than one month.
All volunteers were compensated with food as delivered to the nursing unit by the investigator.
Volunteers were recruited via flyer placement and the Nurse Manager announced the study
during unit staff meetings. Flyers offered the phone number and email of the investigator and
allowed the participants to contact the investigator via email. The investigator came to the
Study Unit during the day shift and night shift. The investigator was present for nurses to “visit”
a secluded conference room and allowed nurses to participate when available.

Data Collection

Demographic data was obtained on all nurse participants. Demographics included: age,
years worked as a nurse, gender, date of last diabetes in-service, and whether nurses worked
“nights only.” These data points help to better understand information obtained by the
measurement tools. Additionally, it may help to aid in the translation of other studies. The SL
Simulation was stopped at 2 points: once after breakfast (Time 1) and once after lunch (Time 2)
in the simulation scenario. At each stoppage, SAGAT questions were asked. At the end of the
SL simulation, a usability tool was completed by the participants.
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Development of Goal Directed Task Analysis/SAGAT Tool/ SL Simulation Scenario

To determine a SA Score, in-depth analysis of decision making of insulin administration
is performed. Each SA score is unique to the situation presented. In this capstone, the
simulation scenario concerns a patient with diabetes on an insulin order set and this patient
experiences hypoglycemia. To gather the SA score, an in-depth Goal Directed Task Analysis
(GDTA) was done concerning a patient on insulin order sets experiencing hypoglycemia. The
GDTA then drives the SA questions that will be measured via SAGAT during the simulation at
two separate times – as determined by the investigator. Test-retest reliability was measured of
the newly developed SAGAT questionnaire in the Johns Hopkins Second Life Island. Last, the
Johns Hopkins SL environment was also built and tested on the study unit.
Goal Directed Task Analysis (GDTA)
The SAGAT Tool was developed via first doing a comprehensive GDTA. Goal Directed
Task Analysis of hypoglycemia is similar to a care plan for nurses caring for diabetic patients
(see Figures 2-6). Developing a comprehensive GDTA should incorporate interviews from
content experts, review of current protocols of hypoglycemia, and analysis of literature
(Endsley, 2000; Endsley, Bolte & Jones, 2003; Endsley & Garland, 2000). In developing a
GDTA for this capstone project, the main goal was identified: to maintain normoglycemia and
maximize insulin therapy. Four main Sub Goals were identified: manage insulin order sets (Sub
Goal 1 or SG1), identify signs and symptoms of hypoglycemia (Sub Goal 2 or SG2), intervene
appropriately with hypoglycemia (Sub Goal 3 or SG3) and maintain adequate nutrition (Sub
Goal 4 or SG4). For each Sub Goal, a decision was identified, and three levels of decisions were
identified (perception, comprehension and projection). A decision cannot be a yes/no question.
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Content validity was obtained via four adult medical surgical nurse experts from Johns Hopkins
University School of Nursing.
SAGAT
Based on the GDTA, a list of SA requirements was generated for each of the Sub Goals.
These SA requirements form the basis for the queries used in SAGAT. To ensure that the same
content was evaluated in SAGAT, the investigator used the same questions developed in GDTA.
Certain questions were determined to be a priority, as marked (see SAGAT in Table 1). Since the
questions can be randomly generated, the questions were “general” in nature – so that they could
be asked at any point in time. For instance, instead of asking “How much correctional insulin
should the patient get after breakfast?;” the question was instead, “How much correctional
insulin should the patient receive after the last meal?” Two simulation scenarios of
hypoglycemia were then created. Content validity was obtained from experts at JHUSON. Each
content expert reviewed both simulations and confirmed appropriate interventions and questions
from the GDTA. (See SAGAT questionnaire in Table 1).
The SAGAT questionnaire is designed to be delivered at different times, or simulation
“freeze.” It is suggested that the questionnaire not be delivered within the first minute of the
simulation (Endsley, Bolte & Jones, 2003; Endsley & Garland, 2000; SA Technologies, 2010).
To test reliability of the SAGAT Tool, five nurses tested the SL simulation twice on different
days. Some questions were asked at Time 1 and Time 2 (as marked by asterisks). In general,
Time 1 questions differed from Time 2 questions. (See Table 1) Twenty items is a sufficient
number to establish good reliability (Lanyon & Goodstein, 1997). To demonstrate test-retest
reliability, the same questions will be asked with a different simulation scenario on separate
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days. Correlation of the total SAGAT scores via Pearson’s r was computed to demonstrate
reliability (r=0.986, n=5). Test-retest reliability of SAGAT has been established in previous
study using 4 fighter pilots (Endsley & Bolstad, 1994). Participants were asked not to look up
answers after participating in the first virtual simulation in SL. Participants were tested
approximately 2- 3 days apart based on nurse availability and the recent availability of the SL
clinical setting.
Second Life Simulation
Development of the Johns Hopkins SL Island (JHSLI) occurred concurrently with the
development of the GDTA. The Johns Hopkins SL Island is under the direction of Dr Jodie
Shaefer and Leah Yoder, MS, RN. The island is a collaborative project between the Johns
Hopkins Hospital and Johns Hopkins School of Nursing. Usage of the island was via permission
of the SL Island directors. For the purposes of this capstone, JHSLI Room 4 was allotted for the
SL Simulation study. In JHSLI, there are pre-made avatars. Each nurse participant was given a
“pre-made” avatar and the “patient” is the avatar belonging to the investigator. Accessing JHSLI
was optimized through Ethernet cable via the hospital network. A conference room located at the
end of the unit allowed for participant privacy and investigator privacy.

Measures

Demographics

Demographic data was obtained on all nurse participants (see Table 2). Demographics
included: age, years worked as a nurse, gender, date of last diabetes in-service, and whether
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nurses worked permanent nights. These data points help to better understand information
obtained by the measurement tools and provide translation of other studies.

Usability

Usability was also measured (see Appendix C). Usability, as operationalized by the
System Usability Scale (Brooke, 1996), is the degree to which a product, (i.e. SL Simulation),
can be utilized by users to accomplish goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a
specified situation of use (Usability Net, 2006). Unusable systems can negatively impact the
effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction of nurses, as the end users. The SUS is a 10-item
questionnaire (see Appendix C) that has been found to be reliable (alpha = 0.85) (Kirakowski,
1994). The content validity of the SUS has been determined by the developers of Digital
Equipment Corporation (Brooke, 1996). Consent to use the SUS was not necessary since it is a
“nonproprietary” scale (Bangor, Kortum, & Miller, 2008). The SUS is a 10 item survey and
participants will rate on a 5 point Likert scale from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree.” This
evaluation tool generates a score out of 100 (Brooke, 1996). Scores 70 or above indicate a
usable tool (Bangor, Kortum & Miller, 2008).

The score allows for a maximum score of 100

(Brooke, 1996). To calculate the score, each item score contribution will range from 0 to 4.
For items 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 the score is the scale position minus 1 point. For items 2, 4, 6, 8, and
10, the contribution is 5 minus the scale position. Then the scores are tallied and multiplied by
2.5 to get the SUS. The score was calculated by the investigator.
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SA Score

The composite SA score was collected by the investigator utilizing the Situational
Awareness Global Assessment Tool (SAGAT). The SAGAT was developed by the investigator
via the development of Goal Directed Task Analysis (GDTA) for the particular simulation. In
GDTA, the investigator developed the main goal and Sub Goals that meet the main goal. Each
Sub Goal contains a decision and SA requirements (perception, comprehension and projection)
(See Figure 1). SAGAT was derived from the GDTA. Content validity of the GDTA was
established by diabetes experts, from Johns Hopkins University School of Nursing. At two
determined times during the simulation (see Appendix D), SAGAT was administered. Questions
were “investigator controlled.” In other words, the investigator eliminated questions that did not
pertain to the simulation freeze (Endsley & Garla nd, 2000). Some questions were determined to
be priority questions, as marked by an asterisk (see Table 1). A total of 10 -15 questions were
administered at each simulation freeze; once after breakfast (Time 1 Score) and once after lunch
(Time 2 Score). This led to a total of 27 questions asked for a maximum score of 27. It is
recommended that no visual aids be given to the participant (Endsley & Garland, 2000).
However, since nurses do not guess on dosages of insulin, the basal, correctional and nutritional
order sets were provided for the simulation (see Appendix E). The reliability of SAGAT, was
established by the author. Test retest reliability was found to be reliable (r=0.986, n=5).
Previous reliability of SAGAT has been established in previous studies with a test –retest scores
of four fighter pilots .98, .99, .99 and .92 (Endsley & Bolstad, 1994).
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Procedures

Individual nurse participants came to the private conference room on the study unit.
After obtaining written informed consent from the nursing participant, the participants practiced i
Second Life in the JHSLI. The Investigator showed the participant how to move their avatar and
communicate in SL. Communication was done via text or via voice. Report of the virtual patient
was administered next. Report included the review of the insulin order set that pertained to the
virtual patient. The SL simulation scenario “began” with the nurse participant avatar entering
into the patient’s room to say hello. The simulation scenario began in the morning. The SAGAT
was administered at two basic points, or freezes, during the simulation – once after breakfast (T1
Score) and once after lunch (T2 Score) . At each simulation freeze (T1 or T2), questions were
administered concerning the three levels of SA (perception, comprehension and prediction).
Answers were recorded, by the investigator, as either correct or incorrect. The total score, T1 +
T2 was computed by the investigator.
Immediately after completing the simulation, the nurse participants completed a
demographic data form and a 10-item SUS (see Appendix C). Next, the nurses were asked if
they had any questions in regards to their simulation scenario. Debriefing is a key component of
simulation in that it offers manners for performance improvement after the SL practice (Jeffries,
2000; Jeffries, 2005; Jeffries, Hudson, Taylor & Klapper, 2011; Jeffries, Wolfe & Linde, 2003;
Nehring & Lashley, 2009). Debriefing included discussion of any of the simulation activities.
The investigator did not offer to debrief (or correct) any specific material to prevent sharing of
simulation content.
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Data Analysis

Scores for the SUS were calculated as directed via the tool (Brooke, 1996). Data analysis
was performed using SPSS version 20. Data was collected on nominal, ordinal and interval data
level of measurement. Descriptive statistics were run at a significance of p= 0.05. The goal of
AIM 1 was to see whether this new strategy is “usable.” Usability of a tool is defined in having
finding that the unit’s mean score is 70 or above (Bangor, Kortum & Miller, 2008). Statistical
evaluation of the demographic data was used to give insight to the usability or feasibility of such
an immersive environment. Trends of those nurse participants who may or may not find the tool
usable were investigated via exploring relationships with demographic data. In previous
literature reviews, there was a correlation with high diabetes knowledge and date of last diabetes
in-service (El-Deirawi &Zuraikat, 2001; Uding, Jackson, & Hart, 2002). Additionally, the
investigator examined relationships with age, gender, night-shift work and SUS and SAGAT
scores (see Table 3). All data values were presented in table form and explained in narrative.

Human Subject Protection

Human subject protection was maintained. Employees as study participants, like
practicing nurses, are considered a vulnerable population (Health and Human Services, 1993).
Consent for this study was obtained through University of Maryland (see Appendix F ) and
though Johns Hopkins Hospital (see Appendix G). Internal Review Board at University of
Maryland and Johns Hopkins University determined this study to be “exempt.” As a vulnerable
population, informed consent was obtained prior to the SL Simulation. The SL Simulation was
completed by the study participant in a private unit conference room. Confidentiality and
privacy was maintained. To minimize any potential risks to the study participants, no advisory
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personnel (i.e. nurse managers) were allowed to watch the nurses participate in SL or monitor
their completion any written item. Nurses were advised that their performance in SL will not
adversely affect their performance appraisal. Participants were able to stop the SL simulation at
any time and may cease to partic ipate at their discretion. One nurse had to stop due to work
related issues and was unable to return. All data was then placed in a sealed envelope that was
transferred to a locked cabinet. This data was only accessible by the investigator and faculty
advisor. Weekly, the investigator retrieved the completed surveys and tabulate d the data into an
electronic, fire-walled, and password protected Excel file. Next, data was uploaded to SPSS
version 20 database that was password protected.

Results

Demographics

The study unit was comprised of women ranging from 31 year to 55 years old (M=39.5)
(see Table 2). This is younger than the projected age of the nurse in 2012 (44.5yrs) as projected
by Buerhaus, Staiger & Auerbach (2009). Instead, nurses in their thirties dominated the
workforce population (n= 8). The average nurse in the study unit has worked nearly eight years
(range 2- 20 years). Nearly half of the study participants worked nights permanently (41.67%),
and the majority of participants (41.67%) could not recall when they had a diabetes in-service.

AIM 1 - Usability

The usability of the Second Life environment (M= 64.17, SD =16.63). For a tool to be
considered “usable” the score must exceed a score of 70 (out of a max score of 100) (Bangor,
Kortum & Miller, 2008). The scores ranged from 45 - 97.5 (see Table 3). There was no
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significance with Usability in terms of nursing age, shift worked or the date of the last diabetes
in-service. However, there was significance in the association between Years of Nursing
Practice and Usability Score (rs = -0.647, p=0.02) (see Table 4). Among those RNs with more
years of experience, perceived usability decreased..

AIM 2 - Decision Making via SA Score

The clinical decision making of the nurse participant was measured via the SA Score at
Time 1 Score, Time 2 Score, Total Score (see Table 5) Since the GDTA has four main Sub
Goals, the decisions of the nurse were analyzed via each Sub Goal (Management of Insulin
Sliding Scale, Identification of Hypoglycemia, Hypoglycemia Intervention, Management of
Diabetic Diet). Age of the participant and the T1 Score showed a significant relationship (r s = 0.600, p=0.04). As the Age of the RN participant increased the T1 SA Score decreased. There
was a positive association between Age of the RN and the Total SA Score (r s = -0.598, p=0.04).
As the Age of the RN increased, the Total SA Score decreased. Results suggest a negative
association of the Age of the RN to G4 (SA Sub Goal 4). Sub Goal 4 is content related to
ensuring adequate nutrition to the diabetic client. As the Age of the RN increased, the SA Score
of Sub Goal 4 decreased (rs = -0.729, p=0.007). Finally, the capstone found significance in the
association with a High SA Score (a score above 90%) and the shift (see Table 6). Among those
nurses who work day shift, they were significantly more likely to score in the high category (x 2 =
4.29, p=0.04)
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Discussion
Summary of Findings/Interpretation
This capstone project was a convenience study of 12 medical RNs in a post test design
exploring usability of SL simulation and clinical decision making of insulin administration in a
SL simulation.
Aim 1 - Usability
Usability scores among the 12 RN participants averaged out to be less than ideal (M=
64.17). The lower mean usability score could be related to a few factors. First and foremost, no
nurses had used SL prior. Technical issues was a consistent limitation in many SL studies
(Mitchell et al, 2011; Ahern & Wink, 2011; Billings & Kowals ki, 2009). Perhaps as nurses
become familiar with this virtual immersion environment (SL) , the usability score will improve.
Comfort with an application can increase attitudes towards SL and in turn, increase usability
scores. For instance, in a recent randomized study of Israeli nurses (n=411), Shoham and Gonen
(2008), found that nurses with more experience with computers have more favorable attitudes
than their inexperienced peers. In the study by Kidd, Knisley and Morgan (2012) students that
experienced large technical difficulty tended to perceive less educational benefit. In a classic
study by Ball, Snelbecker and Schechter (1985) of 191 nurses, this study found that exposing
nurses to a 2 hour computer literacy course increased their positive attitudes towards computers.
Time to technological adoption of new tools has definitely decreased in the past few
years. According to Pew Internet Project (Horrigan, 2007), it took 18 years for 50% of
Americans to adopt the color television and the personal computer. It has taken only 10 years for
broadband to reach 50% of American homes. Adoption time for some necessary technologies is
decreasing. Perhaps access to greater internet (broadband) will lead to more experience in SL.
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With a little experience with SL, nurses, regardless of age, may perceive this virtual immersive
environment as being more “usable” in the future.
In retrospect, the investigator may have discovered other “cues” that could predict
usability. Such indicators that would have been useful in considering the future of this virtual
immersive environment: experience with Multi User Virtual Environments (MUVE like “Call of
Duty”), and experience with virtual environments via online classes. In a recent survey study of
77 nurses by Puterbaugh, Shannon, and Gorton (2010), 81 % of respondents stated that they
would like continuing education in a virtual environment and 83% stated that they would interact
in a virtual environment even if it was not “required.” These results indicate that there is interest
in an educational forum via a virtual immersive environment.
Second, the age did not show significance with the Usability of the SL simulation. The
mean age of the unit was 39.5 yrs with a range of 31-55. This is younger than the projected
average age of the nurse in 2012 (44.5 years) as projected by Buerhaus, Staiger and Auerbach
(2009). Nurses in their fifties are expected to be the largest portion of the workforce (Buerhaus,
Staiger & Auerbach, 2009). Instead, this unit was dominated by nurses in their thirtues (N=8).
However, years of Nursing Experience did show significance. Similarly, in a study by Kti,
Wanjuki and Chepchirchi (2011) in a purposeful sample of 112 nurse managers, the investigators
found that age and nursing experience had a negative effect on attitudes toward computerization.
In a national survey of 10,000 4300Australian nurses conducted by Eley, Fallon, Soar, Buikstra
and Hegney (2008), the authors found that age was not a barrier to the use of technology.
However, age was associated with several other barriers, such as confidence and knowledge in
the use of computers. Hence, there is conflicting evidence concerning the association of age and
acceptance of technology or usability – perhaps indicating there is a need for further study.
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Finally, the JHSLI is a beta test site for JHH and JHUSON. The SL software required
three upgrades while the study was being conducted as well. Stability of the software was not
always consistent.
Aim 2 - Decision Making via SA Score
Significant association with Age and SA scores was revealed. Today’s nurse still
practices with information that he or she learned in nursing school years ago or via colleagues
(Albert & Siedlacki, 2008; Melnyk et al; 2004; Estabrooks, 1998). With the constant influx of
new information and new drug therapy, the practicing nurse has to be empowered to maximize
nursing therapy with clinical evidence. In review of the raw data, one SAGAT question asked
for the onset of a new insulin Aspart. This question was missed by the majority of the nurses
questioned (8/12). Additionally, the peak of Aspart was also a frequently missed item as well
(10/12 answered incorrectly). The answers provided by nurses were the pharmacodynamics of
the older fast acting insulin, regular insulin. Subconsciously, the nurses applied older drug
knowledge to a newer drug.

Conversely, Years of Nursing Practice and SA Scores did not

reveal significance. Further study is necessary.
Significance was also found with the High Scores of SA and those nurses working day
shift. There was an association with those working day shift and high SA Scores (greater than
90%). The scenario for the simulation was a scenario based in the morning. Since nurses who
work permanent nights do not usually use diabetes order sets with the complex basal,
correctional and nutritional order sets, the night nurses commented that they were unfamiliar
with this order set. Plus, there may be some inability for night nurses to gain access to
continuing education due to their shift work. There are a few select studies concerning the
continuing education and night nurses. In a survey of 164 nurses by Glass and Todd-Atkinson
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(1999), night nurses indicated that they had different learning needs than those from other
nursing subsets. Other studies indicate that there less continuing education programs for night
shift as compared to their day shift peers (Campbell, Nilsson & Pilhammer Anderson, 2008;
Campbell, Nilsson & Pilhammer Anderson, 2004; Barriball & While, 1996) In a qualitative and
quantitative questionnaires of 451 nurses in London (England), Gould, Drey and Berridge
(2007) found that professional development was difficult to access at night due to staff coverage.
Additionally, Barriball and While (1996), in 380 semistructured interviews found that night
nurses attend fewer development courses than day nurses. In sum, literature findings of
decreased incidence of professional development for night nurses provides a real niche for the
use of innovative educational strategies to provide continuing education for this population.
Virtual immersive environments may provide experiential learning for night nurses that do not
have the same ability to attend face to face classes like their day shift peers.
Limitations of the Study
There were a few limitations of the study. First the sample size is a limitation (N=12).
Although this was 70 percent of the unit Registered Nurse staff on the designated unit, repeating
this project with larger sample size. Increasing the study size will contribute to greater
generalizability of study results. Second, not all nurses were “familiar” with the order set of
insulin – since the simulation scenario was based on a day situation. As the capstone uncovered,
most night nurses do not “consider” the implications of basal, correctional and nutritional insulin
concerning mealtime since meals are not given on a 12 hour night shift. For the permanent
night shift nurses, the simulation scenario was a bit taxing. One nurse stated, “I felt funny since I
do not use these order sets since I work permanent nights.” Third, the study setting was
secluded but a better setting would be to have two separate rooms to perform the study.
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Last, technical issues and participant familiarity with SL was a study limitation. . JHSLI
required laptops with fast processors, a high quality video card and a high speed broadband
connection. This meant that the study participants were limited to an area where a wall
connection to the internet was possible. Participation familiarity with SL or JHSLI was also a
limitation. As mentioned in literature (Mitchell et al, 2011; Ahern & Wink, 2011; Billings &
Kowalski, 2009), investigators report a steep learning curve to navigate and interact in SL
effectively. Although in this study, the nurses were taught to maneuver, text and speak (if they
wished) in SL; there remains for participant orientation in SL. Familiarity with SL may have
increased user satisfaction or perceived usability. A well crafted introduction to SL with return
demonstration would have increased familiarity.
Conclusions
Although Usability Scores from this small capstone was not considered usable by
definition, scores do indicate that the participants can learn as nurses learn to use SL. Finding
new avenues for nurse practice is essential. Larger studies should be conducted to identify
predictors (e.g. use of MUVE) in the usage of virtual immersive environments in providing new
and accessible pedagogies for practicing nurses. Using SL may prove to be a useful for those
nurses working permanent nights when traditional in-services are not offered. The test site was
in beta development, so improvement of this site can only improve the usefulness of such a too l
for nurses. In providing usefulness or usability of a virtual immersive environment, like SL, this
tool will provide a place for practice for nurses. This, in turn, should help to increase the safety
of the patients that we serve.
The findings regarding clinical decision making, via SA Score, of insulin administration
levels of knowledge was supportive of the need to provide further educational resources for
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nurses. Participants reported understanding signs and symptoms of hypoglycemia and how to
treat this condition. This differed from previous studies that indicated on 9% (n=79 )of nurses
knew how to intervene appropriately with hypoglycemia (El-Deirawi & Zuraikat, 2001). The
significant findings surrounded the shift and the age of the nurses being studied. The nurses in
the study unit were not young, yet younger than the national average. Finding a method to
provide information and practice to help in critical decision making is a goal for improved
patient care. Second Life, although new to the study unit, may provide such an environment , if
familiarity is provided by administration.
Usability and SA (Situational Awareness) are partnered in this capstone project. It is the
premise that a new tool, SL, to provide practice in difficult situations, like insulin administration,
should be investigated. Further studies using SL as an educational approach and evaluations of
end user satisfaction are needed to improve usability of the SL environment and its impact on
user level of knowledge. Well crafted participant orientation with any interactive tool, should be
provided to enhance adoption and usability.
Additionally, SA is a factor that needs to be taught and practiced with high risk
situations, like insulin administration. Recent attention has been brought to the arena of SA. In a
recent article by Fioratou, Flin, Glavin and Patey (2010), SA is thought to be one of the most
essential non-technical skills needed for safe practice in anesthesia. The World Health
Organization also agrees, stating that SA is critical in all healthcare areas and should be taught
(Parush, et al, 2011). There is no better manner of teaching SA than to allow nurses to practice
an unsafe situation, via simulation in a virtual immersive environment. Such practice will
improve clinical decisions and ultimately lead to improved patient outcomes.
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Plans for Translation and Dissemination
Translation
The plan for translation is also multifocal. There are education, policy and practice
implications due to this capstone project.
Education
There are many education implications for nurses. As discussed, new and innovative
ways to provide quality education and provide practice for our aging nurses is essential for
patient safety. SL, with a well designed orientation, is one such modality to improve nursing
education and provide practice performing difficult decisions. This capstone highlighted that
this modality is infantile in its design and use within healthcare, yet holds great promise as seen
across numerous disciplines. Speaking to the chairs of the Johns Hopkins Second Life Island
will help to refine this modality. Additionally, once nurses are given the opportunity to “play”
and practice in this realm, and develop familiarity with SL, the innovation should attain greater
usability.
Considering the safety risk of insulin administration, this capstone highlighted issues with
senior nurses and night nurses. Offering continuing education programs available for night
nurses is challenging. Certified Diabetic Educator (CDE) can be instrumental in generating
diabetic scenarios across educational platforms for nurses to use and practice. CDEs should
become more familiar with the virtual environment. SL holds promise to become a “nurse
friendly” educational innovation that could be used by all nurses. Practicing simulated cases in
an immersive environment is key to improved clinical practice with real patients. Simulations
must be geared towards day and night scenarios. Debriefing should bring our key points to
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educate nurses. Metaphorically, just as a coach refines his or her players, debriefing must also
refine the nurse users.
Policy
Policy implications exist. Organizations must embrace the idea of a culture change to
allow nurses to “practice” difficult situations. Just as the SA framework outlines, difficult
situations, like insulin administration, involve many different aspects : perception, comprehension
and projection. In insulin administration, the questions that were most difficult involved
projection or planning. One such question asked for the peak action of Aspart (Item #
SG1L3Q7). Scenarios, or simulations , must be built to be used by nurses and organizations must
adopt this new manner of educating nurses. Other high alert medications must be incorporated
into SL simulations as well. This idea must be presented locally to Johns Hopkins Center for
Innovation in Quality Patient Care and the Nurse Educators for the Department of Medicine.
Yearly or biyearly practice must be mandated to incorporated new pharmacologic regimens.
Due to the influx of new drugs and drug regimens, there are real safety implications for patient.
Nurses need to know how to maximize pharmacologic therapy when giving new drug regimens.
Practice
Practice implications are clear. The SA framework indicates that nurses really understand
the perception and the comprehension portion of insulin administration, but the projection
portion of this workflow is troubling. Peak action of short or long acting insulin is time -based.
Nurses need to be able to schedule assessment based on the peak action of the drug in order to
avoid hypoglycemia. The Electronic Health Record (EHR) can generate “timed” alerts that
indicate the highest risk for hypoglycemia – on the electronic worklist. Worklists generally
incorporate “nursing tasks”, like dressing changes, blood draws, meds, and procedures. But the
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incorporation of some assessment criteria could also be incorporated (e.g. checking for
hypoglycemia). Caution must be used with the incorporation of alerts in the decision support
portion of the EHR. All drugs have “alerts” or adverse effect associated with clinical use,
hence, caution must be used in deciding which alerts are “worthwhile to incorporate” into the
clinical worklist. It is the recommendation of this paper that only high risk drug alerts, as per
Institute for Safe Medical Practice, should be incorporated into the electronic nursing worklist.
Many facilities are also incorporating meals on demand. Traditionally, meals arrive at 7
am, noontime and 6 pm. Now, meal times vary based on the demand of the patient. This can
create nurse disorganization; and in regards to the SA framework, the changing mealtimes can
lack of “projection” of hypoglycemia. Incorporating alerts of the peak action of insulin can
trigger an alert to notify the nurse to check for hypoglycemia.
Dissemination
The plan for dissemination is multifocal. First, the DNP project results will be shared
with the nurse manager and the NCIII (Nurse Clinic ian III) of the study unit. Continued follow
up and collaboration with the nurse educators to continue to provide insulin administration
education is planned. Second, the DNP project will be submitted for publication in one of the
three targeted journals: Clinical Simulation in Nursing, Journal of Continuing Education in
Nursing or Studies for Heath Technology and Informatics. Third, the investigator will present
her findings within the year of capstone defense. The targeted conference is SINI 2013.
Next, the DNP investigator will also share findings with the Project Leaders of the JHSLI.
Lessons learned from this capstone will guide improvement and further usability of the JHSLI.
Measures should be taken to improve the “attractiveness” of the island, and to provide
evidenced based SL educational strategies for clinical decision making. Measures should be
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taken to improve the “attractiveness” of the island. The end goal is to provide a new innovative
tool, SL, for nurses to practice making difficult decisions. The success of this tool will help to
improve safety of patients.
Dissemination should take place locally and nationally. Dissemination should take place
locally and nationally. Local dissemination should take place on the unit level (the study unit)
and within the state. Presenting the SL Island to other large institutions will encourage adoption
state-wide. Nationally, the investigator will explore the possibilities of collaborating with the
TIGER (Technology Informatics Guiding Educational Reform) via to offer the SL scenario as an
educational and patient safety exemplar (TIGER, 2011). In sum, the information gained from
this capstone project can offer information concerning sustained usability for the use of
immersive environments for practicing nurses in their quest to improve patient safety.
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Table 1

SAGAT Items and Questions

Item Number

SAGAT Question

SG1L1Q1

How are the fingersticks ordered?+

SG1L1Q2

Does the order set include orders for hypoglycemia?+

SG1L2Q3

How much nutritional insulin should the patient have received after the meal? **

SG1L2Q4

How much Correctional insulin should the patient have received after the meal?**

SG1L2Q5

How much basal insulin should the patient receive after the last meal?

SG1L3Q6

What time will Aspart begin to work (after being given)?

SG1L3Q7

What time will Aspart begin to PEAK (after being given)? +

SG1L3Q8

How much time will elapse before glargine will begin to work? (onset) +

SG1L3Q9

After being given, at what time will the peak action of glargine take effect? +

SG1L3Q10

When would you HOLD basal insulin? +

SG2L1Q11

What are 2 symptoms of hypoglycemia?

SG2L1Q12

What is the normal pre-prandial blood glucose?

SG2L2Q13

If the patient is exhibiting symptoms of hypoglycemia, why?

SG2L3Q14

If a patient experiences hypoglycemia, what will happen if not treated?

SG3L1Q15

What would be the route for hypoglycemic treatment if you need to treat the patient?

SG3L2Q16

Assuming the patient is conscious, what is the appropriate treatment for this patient?

SG3L2Q17

Assuming the patient is Unconscious, what is the appropriate treatment for this patient?

SG3L2Q18

When do you contact the Health Care Provider?

SG3L3Q19

After a hypoglycemic event, when do you recheck the glucose?

SG3L3Q20

After a hypoglycemic event, and the recheck is Normal. How often do you recheck the glucose?

SG3L3Q21

After you treat hypoglycemia, what do you expect will happen?

SG4L1Q22

What diet is he on? +

SG4L2Q23

What is the minimum amount of carbs he must eat to receive nutritional insulin?

SG4L3Q24

When does the nurse need to give the patient a snack after experiencing hypoglycemia?

SG4L2Q25

Will basal insulin cause the patient to be hypoglycemic if the patient is NPO?

+
+

+

+

Note. + Items marked are Time 1 SA items, ** Items are Time 1 and Time 2 SA items

+

+
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Table 2
Demographics of Nurse Participants (N=12)
N

%

31-40
41-50
51-60

8
2
2

66.67
16.67
16.67

Gender
Female

12

100

Years Practice
0 -5 yrs
6 -10 yrs
11- 15 yrs
16 – 20 yrs

5
4
1
2

41.67
33.33
8.33
16.67

Date of Last Inservice
Not Known
Within 1 yr
Within 2 yrs
Within 3 yrs

5
6
0
1

41.67
50.00

Works Permanent
Nights
Yes
No

5
7

41.67
58.33

Age

8.33

Range
31-55

Mean(SD)
39.5(7.59)

2-20 yrs

8.75 (6.28)
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Table 3
Usability of Second Life Scores as related to Age

Usability

Range of Usability Scores

M (SD)

45 - 95

64.17 (16.63)
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Table 4
Usability of Second Life as related to Age, Years of Practice, Date of Last In-service, Permanent Night
Shift

Usability

Age

Years of Nursing
Practice

Date of Last Inservice

Permanent Night
Shift

-.037(p=.91)

-.649 (p=0.02)*

.398(p=.20) +

-.460519 (p=.1308)

Note. * indicates significance, + indicates no significance via Kruskal Wallis
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Table 5
SA Scores in Clinical Decision Making with Insulin Administration based on SL Freeze (T1 or T2), Total
Score, SA Content Goals as related to Age, Years of Nursing Practice, Date of Last In-service and
Permanent Nights
Age

Years of
Nursing
Practice

Date of Last Inservice

Permanent Night
Shift

Mean (SD)

-.600

-.171

+.398

-.40421

10.08 (1.93)

(p=.04)*

(p=.60)

(p=.20)

(p=.197)

7-13

-.281

-.246

+.134

-.3311

13.33 (.89)

(p=.38)

(p=.44)

(p=.68)

(p=.29)

12-14

-.598

-.204

+.292

-.47244

23.42 (2.27)

(p=.04)*

(p=.53)

(p=.36)

(p=.125)

20-27

-.534

-.135

+.279

-.3751

9.25(1.54)

(p=.07)

(p=.68)

(p=.38)

(p=.246)

7-12

SG2: Identify
Hypoglycemia

***

***

***

***

4(.00)

SG3: Intervene
Appropriately
with
Hypoglycemia

-.251

-.118

+.005

-.40941

6.42(.90)

(p=.43)

(p=.71)

(p=.99)

(p=.19 5)

5-7

-.729

-.420

+.558

-.293

3.75(.45)

(p=.007)*

(p=.17)

p=.059

(p=.36)

3-4

Range

SL Freeze
T1 Score

T2 Score

Total SA Score

SG1: Manage
Insulin Sliding
Scale

SG4: Ensure
adequate
Nutrition

4-4

Note. *indicates significance, *** no variability of item, + no significance found via Kruskal Wallis
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Table 6
High Score as related to Age, Permanent Night Shift, Years of Practice

High Score **

Age

Years of Nursing
Practice

Permanent Night Shift

-.463 (p=.13)

-.103 ( p=.75)

4.29 (p=0.04)*

Note. *indicates significance, **indicates high score 90% or above
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Figure 1. Situational Awareness.

Perception
(Assessment of clinical situation)
Comprehension
(Link knowledge or theory of insulin)
)Management to Situation)
Prediction
(Accurate forecast of diabetic patient based
on patient variables)

Complexity of situation
Long term memory

Clinical Decision

Experience

(Give basal insulin or not?)

Patient Outcomes
(Point of Care blood glucose values)

Note. Figure 1 is adapted from Endsley, M.R. (1995). Toward a theory of simulation awareness
in dynamic systems. Human Factors, 37, 32-64.
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Figure 2: Goal Directed Task Analysis as used to measure Situational Awareness in Insulin
Administration of Hypoglycemia
Main Goal: Maintain
normoglycemia and
maximize insulin therapy

1.0 Sub Goal: Manage

2.0 Sub Goal: Identify

3.0 Sub Goal: Intervene

4.0 Sub Goal: Ensure

insulin sliding scale

hypoglycemia

appropriately with

adequate nutrition

order sets

hypoglycemia
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Figure 3. Goal Directed Task Analysis, Sub Goal 1

1.0 Sub Goal: Manage insulin
sliding scale order sets

Decision: How does the
nurse manage the
insulin orders?

Level 1: Perception of the environment (identifying order set)



SG1L1Q1 Are fingersticks ordered?
SG1L1Q2 Does the order set include orders for hypoglycemia?

Level 2: Comprehension of order set





SG1L2Q3 How much nutritional insulin should the patient have received after the
meal? ***
SG1L2Q4 How much Correctional insulin should the patient have received after the
meal?***
SG1L2Q5 How much basal insulin should the patient receive today? ***

Level 3: Projection of order set and onset of action of short acting and long acting insulin







SG1L3Q6 What time will Aspart begin to work (after being given)?
SG1L3Q7 What time will Aspart begin to PEAK (after being given)?
SG1L3Q8 How much time will elapse before glargine will begin to work? (onset)
SG1L3Q9 After being given, at what time will the peak action of glargine take
effect?
SG1L3Q610 When would you HOLD basal insulin?
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Figure 4. Goal Directed Task Analysis, Sub Goal 2

2.0 Sub Goal: Identify
hypoglycemia

Decision: How does the
nurse identify
hypoglycemia?

Level 1: Perception of the environment (identifying abnormal symptoms)



SG2L1Q11 What are 2 symptoms of hypoglycemia?


BG <70 mg/dl



Pale, moist, cool skin



Tachycardia, diaphoresis



Jitteriness, irritability



Drowsiness
(ADA, 2005)



SG2L1Q12 What is the normal pre-prandial BG?
o 70- 130 mg/dl (ADA, 2005)

Level 2: Comprehension of signs and symptoms of hypoglycemia (Nurse identifies signs and symptoms)



SG2L2Q13 If the patient is exhibiting symptoms of hypoglycemia, why?

Level 3: Projection of hypoglycemia – worsening of hypoglycemia can cause death



SG2L3Q14 If a patient experiences hypoglycemia, what will happen if not treated?
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Figure 5. Goal Directed Task Analysis, Sub Goal 3

3.0 Sub Goal: Intervene
appropriately with
hypoglycemia

Decision: How does the nurse
intervene with the
hypoglycemic patient?

Level 1: Perceive limiting factors – can patient take po fluids? Is the patient conscious?



SG3L1Q15 What would be the route for hypoglycemic treatment if you need to treat the
patient?

Level 2: Comprehension of what patient can take with environment





SG3L2Q16 Assuming the patient is conscious, what is the appropriate treatment for
this patient?
SG3L2Q17 Assuming the patient is Unconscious, what is the appropriate treatment
for this patient?
SG3L2Q18 When do you contact the HCP?

Level 3: Projection of alleviation of hypoglycemia





SG3L3Q19 After a hypoglycemic event, when do you recheck the glucose?
SG3L3Q20 After a hypoglycemic event, and the recheck is Normal. How often do
you recheck the glucose?
SG3L3Q21 After you treat hypoglycemia, what do you expect will happen?
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Figure 6. Goal Directed Task Analysis, Sub Goal 4

4.0 Sub Goal: Ensure
adequate nutrition

Decision: How
does the nurse
make decisions
about nutrition?

Level 1: Perception of the environment (ensuring nutrition)



SG4L1Q22 What diet is he on?

Level 2: Comprehension of nutrition


SG4L2Q23 What is the minimum amount of carbs he must eat to receive nutritional
insulin?

Level 3: Projection of order set and onset of action of short acting and long acting insulin




SG4L3Q24 When does the nurse need to give the patient a snack after experiencing
hypoglycemia?
SG4L3Q25 Will basal insulin cause the patient to be hypoglycemic if the patient is
NPO?

82
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Appendix A: Review of Literature involving Second Life and Healthcare Providers

#

Author &
Date

Evidence
Type

Sample

Results/ Recommendations

Limitations
Selection bias

RATING
Strength
/Quality
IIIC

1

Puterbaugh
, Shannon
& Gordon,
2010

Descriptive
survey

N=77

Positive attitudes towards SL as an education strategy

2

McCallum,
Ness, Price
(2011)

Exploratory

N=5 nursing
students

2 themes found: improved decision making, and Small sample size
improved learning via SL
Convenience
sample

IIIB/C

Mitchell et
al, 2011

Pre-post study

N=13
physicians

Pre and post study of 13 physicians. After 2 1 hour
sessions in SL about Motivational interviewing.
Found increased self reported confidence. Objective
scores of MI increased as well.
High satisfaction with use of SL (10/12 or 77%)

Small sample size,
convenience sample

II C

N=201
student
nurses over
several
semesters

45 % recommended using SL in first pilot study
77% recommended using SL in fourth semester

Convenience
sample

N=109

Large perceived technica l difficulty related to less Convenience
perceived effectiveness of SL Simulation r= -0.472, sample
p<.0.01

3

4

5

Sweigart,
HodsonCarlton,
Campbell
and Lutz
(2010)
Kidd,
Knisley,
and

Qualitative
study

Mixed
method study

Post test

Bias in satisfaction
– 1/3 users used SL
prior

IIIC

Self assessment –
can lead to bias
II/B C
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#

Author &
Date

Evidence
Type

Sample

Morgan
(2012)

6

7

Schwaab et
al, 2011

Post test

Wiecha,
Heyden,
Sternthal
and
Meialdi
(2010)

Quasi
experimental
Pre and Posttest design

N=27
Emergency
medicine
residents

N=12

85

Results/ Recommendations
No significance with age and perceived difficulty
Students liked the ability to practice and make
mistakes.
Negative aspects were related to
awkwardness with technica l aspects and lack of
realism
SL was easy for residents to log into (92.6%) and
navigate (96.3%)
Preferred to take oral exam via SL (66.6%)
Expressed interest in othe SL apps (92.6%)
Found SL realistic(92.6%) and more realistic than
real for mat (70.3%)
Percent of participants providing a correct insulin
initiation plan increased from 60% (6 of 10) pre to
90% (9 of 10) post (P= .2).
Percent of participants providing correct initiation of
mealtime insulin increased from 40% (4 of 10) pre to
80% (8 of 10) post (P= .09).

Limitations

RATING
Strength
/Quality

No reliability or
validity of tool

Convenience

II C

sample

Small sample size
Convenience
sample

IIC
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Appendix B: Review of Literature involving Simulation and Provider/Patient Outcomes

#
1

Author
& Date
Barsuk,
et al
2009

Evidence Type

Sample

Results/ Recommendations

Limitations

Quasi
experimental

N= 92
medical
students

There were fewer CRBSIs after the simulator-trained
residents entered the intervention ICU (0.50
infections per 1000 catheter-days) compared with
both the same unit prior to the intervention (3.20 per
1000 catheter-days) (P = .001) and with another ICU
in the same hospital throughout the study period
(5.03 per 1000 catheter-days) (P = .001).

Hawthorne effect –

Pre test
(catheter based
infections prior
to simulation)
Post test
(catheter based
infections after
simulation
training)

RATING
Strength
/Quality
IIIA

residents knew that
they were being
studied (but
hospital personnel
tested for infection
– not faculty or

Compared to
another ICU in
another hospital

residents)

Over 32 months
2
Okuda, et
al

Systemmatic
review – not a
Cochrane
review

N= 113
articles with
simulation in
it

Pt Outcomes: Residents trained on laparoscopic
surgery simulators showed improvement in
procedural performance in the operating room. The
other studies showed that residents trained on
simulators were more likely to adhere to the
advanced cardiac life support protocol than those

None known – does
not appear to be
peer reviewed

No exclusion
criteria listed – or

IV C
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#

Author
& Date

Evidence Type

Sample

87

Results/ Recommendations
who received standard training for cardiac arrest pts

Limitations

RATING
Strength
/Quality

inter-rater
reliability listed

Other reasons to use simulation: improvements in
medical knowledge comfort in procedures, and
improvements in performance during retesting in
simulated scenarios.
Simulation has been used a lot to teach
communication and teamwork
3

De
Giovanni,
et al
2009

Quasi –
experimental

N= 10

Treatment
comparison
(Harvey
simulator versus
CD)

HENDRI
CKX, et
al

Quasi
experimental –
post test

Small sample

Volunteer sample

IIIB

test reliability for the five-case, two-item test was
0.71
No significant difference when tested in an Objective
Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE).

Post test
evaluation 6
weeks later
(blind testing) –
randomly
assigned
4

Compared the effects of training using a high-fidelity
heart sound simulator (Harvey) and a low-fidelity
simulator (a CD) on recognition of both simulated
heart sounds and those in actual patients

Findings supported by literature – authors’ state that
those tested on hi fidelity simulation do better when
tested on the simulator.

N (group1 ) =
107 students
N(group 2) =
71 students

Four assessment instruments: an OSCE using
checklists and global rating scales to assess the
technical skills, a score list on students attitudes and
performance filled in by the IEAs, a student
questionnaire (self assessment)

Sample – was a
convenience sample
of volunteer
subjects
OSCE evaluators

IIA/B
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#

Author
& Date
2009

5

Wolf et al
2008

Evidence Type

Sample

Three groups
N (group 3) =
were compared: 58 students
Former
Curriculum
after internships
without IEA
(simulated pts)
training, New
Curriculum
after internships
with IEA
training and
fifth year NC
immediately
after the IEA
training.
Quasi
experimental.

N= 13 nurse
volunteers

Pre-test post
test design

Coopmans
2008

A randomized
crossover
design with
matched-pair
sampling,

Results/ Recommendations
Reliability and validity of tools established

N= 4 CRNA

Limitations

RATING
Strength
/Quality

were NOT blinded
to the treatment

New curriculum students did better overall.
Having experience (NC with experience) and Former
curriculum students(who also had experience ) did
better than those NC students without experience

Nurses given pre-test on triaging and then a
posttest. In 2 weeks after the classroom, nurses
performed 3 of 5 simulation experiences
Pre-chart review showed 40% of patients were
under-triaged for all nurses. Nurses participating
(after intervention) triaged correctly in 70-100% of
cases reviewed

Intervention –

6

88

Self assessment –
can lead to bias

II C
Convenient sample
Hawthorne effect

Studied: time to identify an abnormal event, time to
correct diagnosis, time to a “definitive” intervention

Sample size
SMALL

"Simulation Observation Data Collection Tool" –
reviewed by a panel of experts and established face

Variability of
settings (PACU vs

IC
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#

Author
& Date

Evidence Type

7

Mcghagie
2006

Qualitative,
systematic
review of

N= 31
articles

the literature on
high-fidelity
simulations in
medical
education

8

Hall RE,
et al
2005

Randomized
controlled trial¬
(One group

Results/ Recommendations

Sample

random
assignment used

89

validity

OR)

CRNAs provided faster treatment in one scenario
(OR) without the PDA, and faster treatment in the
PACU WITH the PDA

Study design is
good – but
questions the
generalizability due
to extremely small
sample size.

Strong relationship found between hours of high
fidelity simulation practice and outcomes in medical
education

Not able to meta
analysis due to
heterogeneity of
studies
Authors found that
only 5% of
literature fit their
criteria.

Findings: few studies have ample subjects or
statistical power, many studies have poor design,
educational interventions (strength and integrity) are
rarely reported, descriptive statistics rarely reported,
and many studies published lack knowledge of
research in education

N= 36
paramedic
students

Limitations

The intubation success rate was 87.8% in the SIM
group and 84.8% in the OR group
Overall findings: the group trained with the SIM

Authors indicate
that many studies
had small sample
sizes. Due to small
sample sizes,
question
generalizability.
Small samples

RATING
Strength
/Quality

IB

IC
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#

Author
& Date

Evidence Type

Sample

trained on the
SIM patient,
one group
trained with
human subjects
in the OR)
9

Gurusamy,
et al

Systemmatic
review –
Cochrane

2009
Only included
RCTS that
assessed the
effectiveness of
virtual reality
(VR)

Meta Analysis
done

90

Results/ Recommendations

Limitations

RATING
Strength
/Quality

patient was as good as the group trained on human
subjects
Randomization

N= 23 trials
with 622
participants

Participants (without prior surgical experience),
virtual reality training decreased the time taken to
complete a task, increased accuracy, and decreased
errors compared with no training; virtual reality
group was more accurate than video trainer training
group.
Participants (with limited laparoscopic experience),
virtual reality training reduces operating time and
error better than standard in the laparoscopic training
group; composite operative performance score was
better in the virtual reality group than in the video
trainer group.
Conclusions: Virtual reality training can supplement
standard laparoscopic surgical training of
apprenticeship. It is as effective as video trainer
training in supplementing standard laparoscopic
training. Further research of better methodological
quality and more patient relevant outcomes are
needed...

Authors mention
that participants
and trainers cannot
be blinded – no
double blinding
was found

1C
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#
10

Author
& Date
Issenberg
SB
2005

Evidence Type

Sample

Systematic
review of hi
fidelity medical
simulations

N= 109
comparative
studies

91

Results/ Recommendations

Limitations

Criteria: a)elimination of review articles in favor of
empirical studies; (b) use of a simulator as an
educational assessment or intervention with learner
outcomes measured quantitatively; (c) comparative
research, either experimental or quasi-experimental;
and (d) research that involves simulation as an
educational intervention

RATING
Strength
/Quality
IIB

Quality of the published research is generally weak
(rigor and quality).
Evidence suggests that high-fidelity medical
simulations facilitate learning under the right
conditions.
High-fidelity medical simulations are educationally
effective and simulation-based education
complements medical education in patient care
settings
No patient outcomes noted at the time of this review
11

Bearnson
2005

Exploratory,
descriptive
study, two
groups of
students and
their
instructors
participated in

N= not
reported

Instructors tested for inter-rater reliability
Students felt “more confident “ after the experience
Tested 3 scenarios

20% of literature
reports clear
outcomes
Wide variety of
studies make a
quantitative
synthesis not
possible
Only measurement
was a Likert scale
looking for student
confidence. Also
had open ended
questions
Sample of
convenience

IIIC
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#

Author
& Date

Evidence Type

Sample

92

Results/ Recommendations

Limitations

RATING
Strength
/Quality

simulated
clinical
experiences
with an HPS
Students caring
for a post op
patients with
pain
12

Wilson,
Shepherd
Kelly
2005

13

Hofman

Quasi
experimental

N= 70

Post test design
One month
manikin in a
hospital
Expert Opinion

Nursing Anne Complete manikin in terms of its
realism, perceived suitability for teaching purposes
(rated on five-point scales from disagree to agree),
and how it compared with other teaching tools
(textbook).

Convenience
sample

II B

Hawthorne effect
Sample Size
Self assessment

N= not
applicable

2009

VA

Mentioned that many studies show an increase in
knowledge
Measuring simulation as a tool (in studies) – has
lacked rigor and good quality

14

Jeffries
2005

Expert Opinion

Not
applicable

Knowledge, skill performance, learner satisfaction,
critical thinking and self confidence

15

Gobbi
2004

Mixed methods
–

N = 18
nursing

Are skills enhanced with virtual and interactive
strategies to attain competencies.

VA
Convenience
sample

II C
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#

Author
& Date

93

Evidence Type

Sample

Results/ Recommendations

Quasi
experimental

students

Collected: Likert scale (self report) , Satisfaction
scores

N= 38
residents

Increased patient comfort resulted from simulation
training, showing training has a direct benefit to the
patient. No measurable impact on residents'
performance skills was observed.

Limitations

RATING
Strength
/Quality

Self report of
students

Pre and post
(self report) of
clinical
competence
16

Sedlack
2004

RCT –
randomized to
treatment
1 week of
patient-based
training (PBT)
alone in flexible
sigmoidoscopy
(FS) or 3 hours
of simulatorbased training
(SBT) before a
week of training
in FS

17

Glassman
2000

Findings similar to other studies that state there
should be repetition to enhance skills

Small sample size –
convenience sample
Self assessment of
skills
No inter-rater
reliability of faculty
measured. (Faculty
not blinded to the
treatment either)
Hawthorne effect

Quasi
experimental
N=20
doctors
Post test design
(Std patients
visited

IB

27 actor
patients

Using standardized patients to measure the quality of
care is practical and feasible. Two challenges:
incorporating observable evidence-based criteria into
realistic scripts and objective checklists and
remaining undetected entry into physicians' offices.
Trained standardized patients were able to assess

Small sample of
doctors – but large
amount of pt
encounters

IIA
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#

Author
& Date

Evidence Type

Sample

outpatient
settings)

94

Results/ Recommendations

Limitations

RATING
Strength
/Quality

physician outpatient practice accurately for common
medical conditions, using proven criteria linked to
health outcomes. The detection rate was
3%. There was no performance variation between
actors (inter-rater reliability established).

160 patient
visits

Well supported by literature
18

Marshall
et al
2001

Quasiexperimental

Took course with Computerized human patient
Sample size small
and cohort
simulators (HPSs) and then were tested for Trauma
management skills were scored in three areas--critical
treatment decisions, potential for adverse outcomes,
and team behavior--by staff trauma surgeons.
History and
maturation bias of
Significant improvement after intervention. Senior
residents scored higher that interns ( supported by lit) residents

Pre- and Posttest design
3 teams of docs
(2 surgical
interns, 1 senior
residents)

Self confidence significantly improved as well

No reliability or
validity of tools
established

Those with the intervention had significant
improvement in BEDSIDE skills

Convenience
sample

II C

N=12
19

Issenberg
, et al
2002

Quasiexperimental
Pre test =
posttest design
Intervention

N= 53
(control)

II C
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#

Author
& Date

Evidence Type

Sample

95

Results/ Recommendations

Limitations

RATING
Strength
/Quality

group (67) –
received
simulation
One control
group (53)
20

Jeffries,
Wolfe
and
Linde
2003

No significant difference b/n groups

Quasi
experimental

Reliability and validity established

Pre and post test
design

Convenience
sample

II A

Hawthorne effect

IIIC

Both groups could perform EKG similarly on a live
patient. (EKG evaluator blinded to the group)

Control group –
traditional
learning in class
Intervention simulation
21

22

Hunt et
al, 2008

Scherer,
2007

N=77

Prospective
observational
study – took
place in an
acute care
facility

Median time to arrival to the code for the first
physician in our study was 3 minutes and that for the
code team was 6 minutes. Decided that the actions of
the unit nurses will be an important determinant of
outcome
Communication errors happened in 100% of cases
N= 34 mock
codes

Resuscitation error in each case

N= 23

All participants were instructed on atrial arrhythmias,
were pre- and post-tested on knowledge and

RCT
Pre and Post

Small sample size

Small sample

IC
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#

Author
& Date

Evidence Type

Sample

test

96

Results/ Recommendations
confidence, and completed an evaluation of the
experience .

23 volunteer
students
randomly
assigned to the
experimental
group

No significant difference in knowledge levels
attained in experimental versus control groups
No significant difference in “years of practice” in
either group
Control group scored higher on confidence – [not
supported by this lit search]Authors feel this is
because they did not have to demonstrate any skill.
Findings supported by literature

Limitations

RATING
Strength
/Quality

Recruited sample –
Self – report – in
the confidence
scale
Not truly an
equivalent
evaluation if the
control group did
not have to
demonstrate any
skill

Content and face validity established
Reliability and validity of tools established
23

Girzadas,
2007

prospective,
comparative
trial assessing
resident
performance
in the
competency
domain of
patient care

24

Wayne
2008

Quasi
experimental

N= 44
N= 22 novice
N= 22
advanced
(had some
ER
experience)
N= 72 arrests
(22 excluded

Significant difference noted between novice and
expert groups

Small convenience
sample

III C

The novice group took significantly more time to
establish an airway, etc. (p<.03)
Good discussion of reliability and validity

Outcomes
performed on HF
mannekin

Significant difference between groups – simulator
trained group did better adhering to the AHA

Raters not blinded
to intervention – so

II B/C
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#

Author
& Date

Evidence Type

Sample

retrospective
case-control
study20 of
cardiac arrest

because
anesthesia
controlled
the arrest)

standards

team responses
at Northwestern

N 2nd yr = 38
residents

responses, 44%; SD, 20%; p _ 0.001).

97

Results/ Recommendations

(mean correct responses, 68%; SD, 20%) vs
traditionally trained residents (mean correct

Inter-rater reliability established

Limitations

RATING
Strength
/Quality

authors randomly
selected charts to
check for reliability

Small sample

N 3rd yr = 40
residents
25

Lane,
2007

Systemmatic
review –

Authors noted that they are unsure whether the use of
simulated patients/role-play that have contributed to
the greatest improvements in specific communication
skills, or whether it is a combination of the practice
and rehearsal of skills with other methods of training.
In addition, authors felt that acknowledged that the
actual content of the communication skills training,
rather than the method of teaching used(role play or
simulation) , may have had an effect on how well
skills were acquired.

23 studies
comparing use
of simulation
and role play in
communication
skills

N= 23
studies
compared
role play and
or simulation
with other
methods of
training

Only one study was found that directly compared role
play with simulated patients. No significance found
Felt there is a need for better designed studies.
**Consider using a cheaper alternative in helping to
develop communication techniques.

Many studies had
small sample sizes
– and convenience
samples
In most studies,
reviewers were not
blinded to the
participants
experimental
condition
Most studies had no
indication
concerning the
validity, reliability,
internal consistency
and responsiveness
of the instruments

IV C
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#
26

27

Author
& Date
McGhagie
2006

Crofts, et
al, 2007

Evidence Type
Qualitative,
systematic
review of the
literature on
high-fidelity
simulations in
medical
education

Sample

N= 31
articles

Limitations

Strong relationship found between hours of high
fidelity simulation practice and outcomes in medical
education

Authors found that
only 5% of
literature fit their
criteria. Authors
indicate that many
studies had small
sample sizes.

Inter-rater reliability established.

Simulation training was available at 3 wks, 6 months
and 12 months
[49 % were able to deliver a baby pre-intervention,
82.2% immediately after intervention]
Follow up simulation training further improved those
who were initially unsuccessful
N = 118
nurse
midwives

Siassakos

Retrospective

Had team training with simulation of cord prolapsed.

2009

cohort study –

Then observed for cord prolapsed post training

quasi

N= average
5500 birth/yr

RATING
Strength
/Quality
IV B

Findings found consistent with a recent study.

Simulation improved delivery

Pre and Post
test design

28

Results/ Recommendations

Simulation followed by testing

Quasi
experimental

estimate the
decay of skills
at 6 and 12
months after
structured
training for
shoulder
dystocia

98

56 patients with cord prolapsed pre-training

Of the 118, followup was available

II B

for 95 (80.5%) at 6
months and 82
(69.5%) at 12
months
It was stated that
those who were
initially successful
– came back for
follow up –
whereas those who
were not dropped
out
Validity of
information is
affected by the
availability and
accuracy of the data

II C
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#

Author
& Date

Evidence Type

Sample

experimental

99

Results/ Recommendations

Limitations

RATING
Strength
/Quality

38 patients with cord prolapsed post training
Diagnosis to Delivery interval was shortened in the
post training group with a p,.001 (25- 14 minutes)

29

Morrow et
al
2007

Quasi
experimental

Pre test and Post test of self-efficacy and barriers to
treatment, confidence in provider ability to provide
treatment (p<.05)

Pretest Post test
design

Reliability of tool
not established

II B

Convenience
sample

Pilot N= 39
N= 240 PCPs

30

31

Britt et al
2007

Bricker
2011

11 residents completed study

Quasi
experimental
design

Likert scale to describe satisfaction of the course

Post test

N=17 (11
completed
study)

Self reporting of logs concerning central line
placement. On first line placement an average of 1.8
needlesticks were performed.

Quasi
experimental

Post graduate
nurses (new
nurses)

Self reported increased confidence, anecdotal reports
of improvement of judgement skills

Post test

No number
(N) reported

Convenience
sample
Attrition of
residents
Self reported data

II C

Convenience
sample
Self reported data

II C
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#
32

Author
& Date
Messmer
2008

Evidence Type

Sample

Descriptive
study

100

Results/ Recommendations
Collaboration and Satisfaction with Patient Care
Decisions(CSPCD), Clinical Practice Group
Cohesion(GC)
Collaboration improved over time

N=105 (55
pediatric
residents, 50
nurses)
33

Cooper et
al 2010

Mixed method
quasi
experimental

Study done at one
site –
generalizability
questionable
Self reporting

Male respondents scored better than female
respondents in both CSPCD and GC
Reliability and validity established of both tools
SA was measures during the simulation, knowledge
of patient condition measured prior to simulation

N=51

Limitations

RATING
Strength
/Quality
III B/C

Skills performance decreased as the simulated
patient’s condition decreased

Number of
participants

IIB
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Appendix C: System Usability Scale
Strongly
disagree
1. I think that I would like to use this
system frequently

Strongly
agree

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

2. I found the system unnecessarily
complex

3. I thought the system was easy
to use

4. I think that I would need the
support of a technical person to be able
to use this system

5. I found the various functions in
this system were well integrated

6. I thought there was too much
inconsistency in this system

7. I would imagine that most people
would learn to use this system
very quickly
8. I found the system very cumbersome
to use

9. I felt very confident using the system

10. I needed to learn a lot of
things before I could get going
with this system
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Appendix D: Scenario in Second Life
HUD (Heads Up Display): EHR with Insulin Orders and Hypoglycemia Orders…
(See Appendix E)
8 am
HUD: Patient is Type 2 diabetic,BG 160 mg/dl prior to breakfast, eats majority of breakfast
1 cup bran cereal, 1 boiled egg, 1 cup low fat milk, 1 peach
Patient recalls patient history for nurse: He is a 40 year odl Type 2 Diabetic. He was a dmitted 2
days ago for uncontrolled HTN , and uncontrolled DM (BG870) and r/o pneumonia. His BP was
240/140 upon admission with a BG 870. He had rales and a WBC count of 16,000. He is on
HCTZ at home and has insulin dependent for nearly 5 years. Upon admission, he was started an
antibiotics and was also started on metoprolol for blood pressure.
Tells nurse he has eaten everything on his tray.
Right after breakfast: *****break for SAGAT
9 am
Send nurse to see patient 1
HUD – patient getting ready to go to X-ray, Feels fine ****Break for SAGAT
12 00 pm (noon)
HUD – Lunch arrived, fingerstick 156 mg/dl at 1130 am, patient does not eat lunch.
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Appendix E: Orders placed in Second
Life
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